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CAMPBELL: Whatever reason, and apparently this is going to hold true
for Zoom meetings as well. So, if anyone is worried that the Zoom
world is any different than the real world, I think we don’t have to
worry too much. All right. If everybody is good, then we’ll go ahead
and get started. We’ll continue letting people in as they come in. I
do know that there has been some people with internet issues today
because of the flash flooding and bad weather from last night, so we
might be missing a few due to that. All right. And Caitlyn feel free
to speak up if other people join just so I can keep track on the
roster.
ATWOOD: Will do.
CAMPBELL: All right. I call this meeting to order. Would anybody
like to read the mission statement? Jim.
KAHAN: The mission of TAC is to provide ongoing advice to the chief
of police and the Training Division in order to continuously improve
training standards, practices, and outcomes through the examination
of training philosophy, content, delivery, tactics, policy,
equipment, and facilities. The mission of the Portland Police Bureau
is to reduce crime and the fear of crime by working with all citizens
to preserve life, maintain human rights, protect property, and
promote individual responsibility and community commitment.
CAMPBELL: Thank you, Jim. All right. Approval for – oh, actually,
have we started recording, Caitlyn?
ATWOOD: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Oh, perfect. I see that up there. Okay. Next, we’ll do
approval of the prior meeting minutes. Because of last time, because
of a technical issue, we didn’t record the meeting minutes as we
usually do, we had to write them out by hand. Thank you very much to
Sylvia for putting in the time and effort to do that for us. Can we
get a motion to accept the previous minutes? They have been posted on
the website. Is that a motion from you, Sheri?
ANDERSON: That is, yes, a motion from me to approve.
CAMPBELL: Perfect. Do we have a second? We’ve got a second from Jim.
Anybody opposed to the minutes?
ALL: (None Heard)
CAMPBELL: All right. Then the minutes are accepted. Let’s go ahead
and start out with the agenda. We have a good agenda tonight. I don’t
think – we might not have to take up all of our time because we’re
kind of in a transition period right now, but we will go ahead –
Captain Stewart, Captain David Abrahamson – I cannot pronounce his
last name right.
STEWART: Abrahamson.
CAMPBELL: Abrahamson. Is he with us tonight?
STEWART: No. I thought he was joining us. He may, and I wonder if
he’s having – I don’t know. I just texted him. My impression was that
he was joining us, but since he’s not here, maybe I will just take a
little bit of his time and let the group know a little bit about just
the transition to his leadership if that –
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CAMPBELL: Yep. That would be fine.
STEWART: Just so everybody is up to speed, we’re getting a new
captain in the division. Dave Abrahamson is coming to the division
from – he was formally at our traffic unit or traffic division. They
just shut that division down, so he is going to come over and help –
you know, help get our training division going. He’s been here, oh,
probably 3 or 4 days now, and it’s been really nice to get him. He
was formally an adjunct for the chief’s office, so he has a real good
understanding of kind of that end of the bureau and is, I think,
going to be really helpful for us in terms of effectively
communicating sort of the needs of the Training Division to them, so.
And I apologize. Like I said, I thought he was going to be here, but
he’s not, so.
CAMPBELL: All right. Well, excellent. Well, I will say on behalf of
the TAC, Lieutenant – soon-to-be Lieutenant Stewart again – thank you
very much for your time serving in charge of the Training Division. I
know for a while there, it seemed like everybody in leadership
positions in the bureau were acting this and acting that, and I’m
sure that you’re looking forward to going back down to the role with
– where you’re not quite running around as much as you were for a
while there, but it is appreciated, your time, that you did spend
leading the Training Division.
STEWART: Thank you very much.
CAMPBELL: All right. Just catching up real quick here on seeing who
else is here to add them in. All right. Next item on the agenda is a
recruitment update. Recruitment update is on January 1st. We
officially started our recruitment for the TAC. Currently, we have a
total of nine open seats, and I expect that’s about going to be the
number that we hit on that’s going to be permanent. I still have to
hear from one other person whose term is up in March whether or not
they would like to extend, but I will reach back out to them after
this meeting to find out. Give me a second here, and I will put – for
anyone who would like it, I will put the recruitment page in the
chat. It would probably help if I sent it to everyone and not just a
single person there. There we go. So, the goal of the TAC with this
recruitment period is to try and increase our diversity, especially
with populations that, due to geography and other areas, have a lot
of interaction with the police, and because we feel like those are
obviously voices that need to be heard in these conversations. We
have – as the TAC, we have reached out to many different
organizations that deal with populations such as the African
American, Latino, Native American, and LGBTQ, and houseless
populations to try to bring more voices from those groups. I highly
encourage if anybody knows anyone who would be interested in the TAC
to send this information out to individuals or groups, and we’ll see
how many we can get. We’re going to be closing recruitment on
February 28th with the hope of filling the seats, getting people
through all of the background checks and everything by March, and
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having people seated and voting by the May meeting. Is there any
questions about any of the recruitment work that’s being done so far?
RAINISH: So, I have a question real quick.
CAMPBELL: So, at TAC –
RAINISH: It’s Barb.
CAMPBELL: Hi, Barb. At TAC meetings, what we normally do is we have
a public comment period at the end, but until then, we tend to just
only allow work within the group that are part of the TAC. But I will
be glad to answer questions at that time if you’d like.
MARSCHKE: Shawn, if it’s about recruitment, if she’s interested in
joining, we might want to entertain it just for everybody’s
education, because there might be other people who want her answer.
CAMPBELL: Okay, that seems fair. Barb, what’s your question? Barb?
RAINISH: Yeah, this is why I’m on here twice. It’s really a simple
question, and I know I’m echoing. It’s what’s the process if you have
more than nine people interested?
CAMPBELL: If we have more than nine people interested, we have the
steering committee make selections. Everything is done by blind
review, so we do not know the names of the applicants, identifying
information is removed, but it’s basically based off of a
standardized form that the Office of Civic Life basically requires
most of these advisory groups to use and the information we have on
that. We usually base it upon connections to the communities that we
don’t have good connections with currently as well as people with
experience in training or other background that seems like they would
be helpful in the training sphere. Does that answer your question,
Barb?
RAINISH: Yes. Wherever I am.
CAMPBELL: All right. Thank you. Any other questions about the
recruitment?
MARSCHKE: So, Shawn, this is Gary Marschke. I have a question.
CAMPBELL: Yes.
MARSCHKE: I’m wondering since having been over many, many moons
interested in or recruited by organizations where I’ve wanted to know
more about them, is there an opportunity for people who might be
considering joining, besides just visiting a meeting, to talk with
existing members? I mention that because I’m certain willing,
especially as one of the senior members on the group, to talk to
anybody who might be interested and want to talk to someone who can
provide some perspective as a member on, you know, the good, bad, and
the ugly so to speak. So, I’m offering myself and I’m also wondering
if there is a pool or if there is a process or procedure that I’m not
aware of that would put someone on the committee in touch with, or
give them permission at least, to get in touch with someone else who
is on the committee.
CAMPBELL: Yeah, Jim. You have a –
KAHAN: Yeah, that’s a great idea, Gary. My suggestion is that those
who are willing to talk with people, let Shawn know, and as people
come in and ask, he can put a one on one to make it happen, and that
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way he rotates through us, and we’re not all – we don’t have
everybody talking with everybody or one person stuck with everybody.
CAMPBELL: Any other –
MARSCHKE: So, add my name to the list.
ZINGESER: Okay.
CAMPBELL: Yeah, I really like that idea – does anybody else –
ZINGESER: I would be willing to talk with people.
KAHAN: Sheri, can I talk you into being open there?
ANDERSON: Oh, sure.
KAHAN: Thank you.
CAMPBELL: Perfect. And if anybody else wants to be involved, please
let me know via email or in the chat, or you can let me know however
you see fit. Thank you very much. I think that’s a good idea. It’s
one of the things that we often miss in our recruitment. All right.
Any other comments or discussion in the recruitment area? Going once.
All right. Let’s – next, we have updates from the current task
forces. The good news is the Education Task Force, we’re actually
going to be voting on their recommendation later in this meeting, so
we don’t need an update from them. Thank you very much to the
Education Task Force for getting their valuable work done. That
leaves the Leadership Task Force. I think you’re muted, Jim.
KAHAN: That’s me, and I had – I sent a PDF to the members of the
group, and I have put that which will be at the very top of the chat
for those of you who are coming in, and you can see it there. And my
– I’m not interested in going through – reading all of this, but I
was hoping that people would read it, and then if they had any
questions, ask me, but I will give you the elevator speech version of
it here because there’s some people who haven’t had a chance to read
it yet. This was the sequence with people who are captain and above,
and we had two. We had Commander Erica Hurley who used to run the
Training Division, and we had Captain Jay Bates who is currently
leading Family Services, and we had a very, very nice conversation
with the two of them as well as Sergeant Tackett representing the
Training Division. And we asked them some questions, and the focus
was on what do senior leaders need, and what we learned is that they
need a lot, but they need to be able to reach out upwards, sidewards,
and downwards to get a feel for how people are thinking. Hurley said
that she needs all three as mentors to keep her grounded, basically –
that’s my words not hers – and that there’s – there are – Portland is
too small to have courses for leaders, but they can get what they
need by going to other places that exist. That’s the good news. The
bad news is getting the time and being able to pay for it can be
somewhat of a challenge, and that would be – I would certainly look
forward to our group making a recommendation that somehow the funds
be found. If you think somebody is good enough to promote, you should
be able to send them some place so that they can get this training
and climb up the curve more quickly. For the rest of it, I’ll
entertain questions if anybody wants to ask any.
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CAMPBELL: Thank you, Jim. And we also have a request, if you could
put that attachment in again so it shows up at the bottom of the chat
for people to see.
KAHAN: Okay. I will see what I can do to do that. Yeah. Okay.
CAMPBELL: As we’re doing that, are there any questions for the
Leadership Task Force about the work they have been doing?
MARSCHKE: So, Jim, this is Gary Marschke, having been on one of the
other task forces, well, more than one, in the past, I’m just
curious, did you feel as though you got the input, the support, the
perspectives that you wanted in order to make the kind of
recommendations that you felt were needed?
KAHAN: My answer to that is that it’s – am I on? I’m not muted?
CAMPBELL: We can hear you.
KAHAN: Thank you. Still a work in progress. I’d still like to get a
couple more interviews under our belts, but we’re definite – my
feeling at this point is that we’re definitely over the halfway.
We’re on the downhill slope, and it’s my hope that we could have a
draft that we could discuss maybe in May, take reactions, and
finalize if we’re really lucky at our July meeting.
CAMPBELL: Any other questions? All right. Well, thank you very much,
Jim. We look forward to seeing the results. Stuff the task force has
come out with so far has been very impressive, and we’re excited to
see the results.
KAHAN: Thank you.
STEWART: Shawn, I don’t know if we have time, but if we did, it
might be nice for some of the people who are considering joining if
Jim could talk a little bit – they put a lot of work into that task
force, and I didn’t know if it would be good for perspective
interested people to kind of hear about how that went just because
they did do a lot of work, and they – it might be nice for people who
are joining to know what these task forces look like, and that’s just
more a question than a statement. I’ll leave it to you to decide if
that’s worthwhile.
ZINGESER: I think that’s (inaudible).
KAHAN: Okay. Elevator speech time again. Six people. most we’ve ever
had on an interview is three. Only one person has been at every
interview which means that I’m sort of the task group leader because
I’m that person. We have interviewed sergeants. We have interviewed
people thinking of becoming sergeants. We have interviewed an officer
who was in the Training Division who teaches leadership, Officer
Bruner-Dehnert, and we have talked to the commander and the captain
most recently. Each time, it’s been an open conversation. I got the
impression they are – we are comfortable speaking with them. They are
comfortable speaking with us. I’ve got no sense that anybody is
hiding anything. They’re very open conversations, and we’re getting
the same story multiple times which gives me some confidence that
we’re onto something that’s reasonably robust. And it’s also my
impression that the kind of recommendations that we’re going to make
are the kind certainly that the previous commander of the Training
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Division would be very happy to see because she was telling us that
she needs this stuff in that we’re going to recommend it. So, I’m
looking forward to a very productive report, and not much pushback
from the bureau. And the real question, of course, is that all of
this takes assets, and the budget is really tight both in terms of
money and people, and the questions is, “When can you get it done,”
but that’s certainly above the pay grade of everybody on this Zoom.
CAMPBELL: And I’ll say as well whenever the TAC does make
recommendations because it has to deal with training, we always think
in kind of a long term. There’s really nothing with training where
you expect results and change within the bureau to happen
immediately. It’s just kind of the nature of the beast.
STEWART: Thanks.
CAMPBELL: All right. If there’s nothing else with recruitment, we’ll
move onto the next part of the agenda which is an update from the
Training Division on their activities.
STEWART: Yeah. I was telling Shawn beforehand we just started our
2021 In-Service.
CAMPBELL: Uh, oh. Did you – you’re locking up a little bit on us,
Greg.
STEWART: (Inaudible) kind of liken it to a play CAMPBELL: Hey, Greg, you’re breaking up a little bit.
STEWART: Where a lot of front-end preparation goes in, but you never
really have – am I –
CAMPBELL: Yeah, you were breaking up on us there.
STEWART: Am I coming through now?
CAMPBELL: Yes. If it happens again, try turning off your video
maybe. Sometimes that helps.
STEWART: I will just preemptively turn it off. What I wanted to say
is we’ve started In-Service. It’s kind of a little bit like a play
where we prepare and prepare, but you never really know how it’s
going to go until you do it. We did our first full two-day session
Monday and Tuesday, so we’re on our second sessions. We anticipate
having 34 sessions which will run between now and May. This InService is making up for a lot of the material that only part of the
bureau received last year due to COVID. While we’re releasing this
In-Service, we are also doing an online In-Service. So, normally, we
do 3-4 days of In-Service annually, so 30-40 hours because we work
10-hour days. This year, we’re splitting it up between – well, part
of it is being delivered online which is more the classroom material,
and then part of it’s being delivered in person which is the skills
material. So, we’ve kind of got that going. And anecdotally, we’ll
get a – within a week or two, our evaluation team will give us sort
of some early – it’s not really the full data, but it’s kind of,
like, they’ll do a quick analysis on the front end to make sure that
there’s no big areas of confusion and that we’re on the right track.
And at least so far, the anecdotal feedback I’ve received is good,
and I anticipate that we will probably get some good feedback from
our evaluation team as we go forward. So, those are kind of – that’s
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the single biggest thing we’re doing right now. The other thing that
I know this group is interested is in is we talked a little bit about
the Active Bystandership for Law Enforcement or ABLE Training, and
that’s the training that teaches officers how to intervene in
situations. We have selected two officer-level trainers for that, and
they have both received train the trainer training from – it’s put on
by Georgetown University. And then we also – Sergeant Tackett took
the training as a trainer, and then one of our assistant chiefs
received the training as a trainer. So, we’ll have a nice range of
ranks and individuals. We anticipate delivering that training to
everybody in the organization in the second half of this year. So,
that’s kind of the big things that we’ve had on tap sort of in moving
towards right now. Is there any questions from anyone that I can
answer?
CAMPBELL: Jim.
KAHAN: Yeah. There was an article in today’s paper about some
training that has to be delivered that was not delivered last year
that has to be delivered to everybody this year. Are you in position
to be able to comply with it?
CAMPBELL: Well, we’ll comply with it if it’s – yes. I mean, we will.
The training, there’s kind of – I mean, that’s still, I think, being
worked out in terms of, like, the legal end of things, but the
training that would be more impactful for the Training Division would
be the three hours of training delivered bureau wide. My
understanding is that training is going to be built off of some of
the lessons learned and some of the information that’s going be out
of, like, the court proceedings. I think some of that (inaudible).
MARSCHKE: Turn off your video, sir.
STEWART: It will be a big lift. Any time you –
CAMPBELL: You’re breaking up a little bit again there, Greg.
STEWART: Anyways, we will deliver it if we have – if we’re told to
deliver it, we will deliver it. The specifics of it still need to be
worked out because I believe there may be some direction from the
courts on what exactly that will look like. But I also don’t want to
undersell the challenge. Any time we deliver a bureau-wide training,
it’s a big lift. I mean, that’s running 850 people through a
training, so it will be a lift, but we will figure out how to do it.
CAMPBELL: Any other questions from the group about the current
activities of the Training Division?
MARSCHKE: Actually, I do if I can, Shawn.
CAMPBELL: Of course.
MARSCHKE: Gary Marschke. So, this is typically a curiosity of mine
anyway. Are you finding that the union is an ally or an obstacle in
this particular endeavor when it comes to trying to get the extra
time that you need to do the trainings that you’re mandated to do?
STEWART: Generally, I would say they’re an ally. I mean, I think
they want – the union generally wants their members to receive more
training, so – and even when we’ve been at odds with stuff, a lot of
times, it’s been sort of constructive. Like, they’ll want to make
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sure that we have all of our ducks in a row in terms of policy and
different things. So, I personally have not had a lot of trouble
working with the union when it comes to training. So, yeah. So, far
at least, it’s been – they’ve been either sort of benign and
uninvolved or helpful.
CAMPBELL: Any other questions or comments from anybody? Greg, I have
a question. Obviously, COVID-19 has shifted how we have to do some
things right now. Could you go into, briefly, some of the differences
that the Training Division has had to do to adapt to that?
STEWART: Yeah.
CAMPBELL: (Inaudible) In-Service.
STEWART: COVID has been really difficult for us. I’m actually really
proud of how our – the members of our division have handled it. And
just to kind of take a couple steps back, when COVID started in
March, DPSST, it was either March or April, shut down, and basically,
most of the state was not training. In fact, I think at one point, we
might have been the only agency in the state actually delivering
training. Everybody had been sent back from the basic, and for us
that was really problematic because we knew we had some big
retirements coming up. So, we converted the classroom portions of our
advanced academy to an online format and delivered multiple weeks of
online training to all of our basic recruits, and we were the only
people in the state able to do that including the state academy. And
what that did was it allowed our recruits to stay in their training
tempo, their advancement through phases to stay on track so that we
would have more people entering the phase when they could work by
themselves to help handle these big – the big retirements that were
coming. And then, later on, despite sort of all the protests and the
budget cuts and the ongoing issues with COVID, we were able to
deliver our supervisors training and convert that to a fully online
format to keep our officers – I’m sorry, to keep our supervisors
aligned with the state. We did have to shut down our – we had to shut
down the In-Service last year, but even that, we converted half of
it, the classroom portion, to an online format which mitigated the
amount of training we needed to make up on, and then coming into this
year, built a whole online training curriculum. And even on little
things like the state – the metro academy which historically is where
we’ve trained our sergeants, they haven’t had one of those in over a
year now because of COVID. So, we – Todd – and I want to throw out
Todd and Amy Bruner-Denhert built and delivered our own sergeant’s
academy. So, again, we’re the only agency in the metro area whose
sergeants have received that training. So, all of this was kind of
done, in addition to being kind of the on fly, on a pretty shoestring
budget, because we were continually having our budget cut and even
having people removed from the division. So, when you kind of look at
the total – the totality of what we were dealing with, I was super
proud with the division’s ability to improvise, use technology, and
kind of overcome a bunch of challenges. And the other part about that
that I really want to kind of highlight for the group that I think
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was really neat too was the role – we have a large professional staff
in the division that works behind the scenes. So, people like Caitlyn
on our – you know, on our evaluation side. Dr. Gerritsen, who many of
you know, was hugely important in helping our trainers adapt to
training via Zoom. So, a lot of this stuff went on. I thought the
division really stepped up, and again, at a time when most other
agencies in the state have been basically at a standstill for
training, we were able to kind of slog forward. So, that was – yeah,
I was really pleased with how the division handled it. In terms of
COVID itself, it’s just tough. You know, we had to switch up a couple
iterations of what we were going to do at In-Service because we had
to make it sort of COVID compliant. You know, right now, we’re
teaching people, you know, doing classrooms and kind of – we have
those – we have these big bays, so we’ll bring them out into the bays
for a lot of the training and have the doors up, and people are cold
and, you know, you’re trying to wear safety glasses, and glasses are
getting fogged up. So, it’s – there’s just a lot of little challenges
that we’re having to overcome, but again, everybody in the division
has been just great about kind of sort of stepping up and doing what
needs to be done. So, I’ve been real proud of the folks who work
here.
CAMPBELL: Thank you, Lieutenant Stewart. Any other questions or
comments on the activities of the Training Division before we move
forward in the agenda?
ALL: (None Heard).
CAMPBELL: All right. Moving forward. The next item on the agenda is
previous response updates. So, at our last meeting in November, we
sent to the bureau a recommendation concerning the training of public
safety support specialists. This was the second recommendation we’ve
made in that area building off of our earlier recommendation in July
of expanding that program. For members of the audience who might not
be aware, the public safety support specialist program is a program
that involves specialists who are unarmed and do not have arrest
authority handling lower priority calls and helping with the
reporting of crimes and issues such as that. Further information can
be found within the recommendations itself which, I believe, can be
found on our website. I will put up the link. As part of the
agreement with the bureau, they are to respond to our recommendations
within 60 days which in this case they did. So, thank you very much
to the bureau for making sure that got done. And I’ve put the link up
in the chat. To kind of give an overview of the response by the
bureau, basically, everything was in agreement with our
recommendations or at least a partial agreement. Really, the only
area where there was any level of disagreement was on one of the
recommendations, specifically a recommendation regarding the system
for dispatching PS3s needs to be better developed in order to improve
their efficiency and better focus the use on their trained
capabilities. The Training Division responded by just requesting more
information. They haven’t heard that there has been any issues yet
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with the dispatching of PS3s, and so if we’ve heard anything, it’s an
opportunity for us to respond to that in some way. I’ll leave that up
to further discussion with the PS3 Task Force that worked on the
recommendation. If they want, we can communicate outside of this
meeting and see if we would like to put together a response to see if
the TAC would like to push that forward. Otherwise, basically, every
other recommendation regarding changes in how PS3s are trained were
accepted by the bureau. So, as usual, they will be implemented over
time, I imagine, but overall, thank you very much to the task force
putting together an excellent recommendation that obviously clicked
the right buttons and found good areas of common agreement. Is there
any questions or comments from anybody concerning the bureau’s
response to this recommendation? Yes, Jim?
KAHAN: My reaction to their comments was generally I could
understand where they were coming from, but one conclusion I come up
with is that the PPB is very risk averse with respect to putting the
PS3s in harm’s way. And I think that that’s in part real and in part
because they’re new. They’re not quite comfortable with what the
boundaries are, and with experience, that there will be more ballots.
So, it didn’t disturb me to hear that. Indeed, there was – in a way,
it felt good that they were that concerned, and I really believe the
program will be successful, and with time, there will be a better
idea of how this thing is working out.
ZINGESER: I agree.
CAMPBELL: I agree as well. In fact, as part of this – as chair of
the TAC, I was recently, earlier this week, asked to speak to the
Portland Safety Action Coalition which is a lobbying group for
businesses and other groups in the Downtown and Central East Side
specifically to tell them about our recommendations that we’ve been
making concerning the PS3 program, and they’re making it one of their
central focus areas of lobbying the city to expand the program based
upon the recommendations that we have made. So, it’s one of those
things where there’s growing support for this type of work being done
where we have somebody who isn’t necessarily an armed officer
handling every type of call that are currently going to the police.
Personally, I think that’s very exciting.
ZINGESER: Yeah. Great.
CAMPBELL: Any other questions or comments from anybody?
MARSCHKE: So, this is Gary Marschke again. I was on the – I was
honored to be on the PS3 Task Force, and I – the question I have
regarding expressing response to Jim’s comment about them being risk
averse. Is part or all of that risk based on the limited amount of
training that the PS officers would get with regard to handling those
types of more dangerous conflict?
CAMPBELL: I’ll let Jim answer, and then I’ll give my opinion.
KAHAN: I can’t read the minds of the people who wrote that. I’ll ask
Lieutenant Stewart if he has any insights.
STEWART: I guess I would, and I think Jim kind of hit the nail on
the head. When we created the program, we knew that the volume of
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work that the number of PS3s would be able to handle was small. I
mean, they just – there’s only – well, there’s 11 – there’s 12
authorized and 11 right now, and they’ve tens of thousands of calls,
but it’s still small compared to the total sort of volume of work.
So, when we built it, we kind of created a matrix that if you can
think of maybe four quadrants. We had high-risk and low-risk
activities and easy to train and difficult to train activities. And
because their volume of work would be sort of sufficiently small, we
kept it in the easy to train and low risk quadrant intentionally with
the idea that as we learned more about the program and gained more
experience, we – and then we got more PS3s, there was always the
option of expanding that. And I don’t want to jinx myself, but what I
will say is now we’re up to the point where they’ve taken tens of
thousands of calls. We’ve had no real serious injuries, and hopefully
that will continue. I feel a little nervous even saying that. We’ve
had no uses of force, really very few – no serious bad outcomes. I
think about one of the worst outcomes was them actually finding
somebody accidentally who was stealing a car, and it created a little
bit of a need to get officers there. But, I mean, on the whole, we’ve
kind of had a program vision, and we’ve stuck to that. As the program
expands, we would be open – certainly open to expanding it. One thing
I will say though, and I say this both as a trainer – I think I
mentioned to the group, my wife is a mental health clinician who
helped pilot a co-responder model with police in other jurisdictions.
And so, I’ve have not a small amount of learning that I’ve received
at her hands as she kind of helped build that program up. And you do
want to be careful as you go into these things because there is no
100 percent training that is going to keep people safe all of the
time. And when you’re introducing people who don’t have, you know,
all the tools they might potentially need, you want to be really
careful about what you introduce them into. So, I would still always
err on the side of safety. In this case, we really try to keep them
away from, you know, anything that’s going to put them in an
adversarial relationship with anyone. It’s really more about helping
people who aren’t in such a great state of crisis or need. So, they
mostly go and help, like, victims of stolen cars or that kind of
thing.
CAMPBELL: I’d say when the recommendations were crafted, both the
expansion and this training one, one of the things that we kind of
put forward was the understanding that we’d like to see the envelope
pushed, but we want to see it done responsibly and in a way that does
ensure the safety of these people because we are risking putting
people in bad situations that they’re aren’t necessarily equipped or
trained to handle. And obviously, we have to train people in a way
where sworn officers and PS3s are just two tools in the same toolbox
that know how to interact with each other and know when to back out
and let the other one move in when needed. Any other questions or
comments on that area? All right. Moving forward. The next thing that
we have on the agenda is an update on work with other police advisory
groups. As the TAC, currently we have two groups that we work with
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regularly or two kind of coalitions that we work with regularly. One
is a 3-way coalition with us; the CRC, Citizen Review Committee; and
the PCCEP. This group, we work with the mayor’s office fairly
regularly. We are meeting monthly with them as well as
representatives of the different city commissioners’ offices just to
kind of keep everybody up to date. And the primary focus with this
group right now is we are looking at how we as the public can be
involved in some type of review of the crowd control situations that
happened over this last summer and fall with the understanding that
this is a huge event that’s happened in our city’s history. It’s an
unprecedented event in our city’s history, and if we don’t give a
thorough review to examine where things went wrong and how we can
improve, it would be a major failing of both basically the city and
us as police advisory groups. Currently, we are still working through
what that’s going to look like including gathering data. At some
point, the expectation will be that we will likely create a task
force to look into that area if that’s what the TAC chooses to do,
but so far, we’re still working just kind of through the details and
how – what kind of access to data and other information we’ll have in
order to do that type of work. There is also some discussion of
bringing in an outside group that’s professionally trained to do
these types of reviews, though that is kind of more of a long shot at
this time due to the budgetary constraints in the city. The other
coalition that we work with is the coalition of advisory groups which
is made up of the different police advisory groups that are housed
within the police bureau. These include groups that represent the
LGBTQ, African American, Slavic, Muslim, Latino communities as well
as the behavioral health unit advisory council. And this group,
currently, the main thing that we’ve been working on collectively as
a group has been creating a directive concerning community advisory
groups and their role in the police bureau with the idea that
basically a lot of the stuff that happens now with the input of
community advisory groups is based upon whoever is in leadership
positions within the bureau, so kind of the influence of community
advisory groups fluctuates over time. And the idea would be this
directive would try to end that fluctuation and make input from
community advisory groups an important part of the policy creation
that happens within the bureau. Currently, we are working with the
bureau. They’re reviewing kind of the request the coalition put out
to them, and we’re still kind of working in that negotiation back and
forth of what that directive will look like. Are there any questions
about any of that work with either of these kinds of coalitions we’re
doing work with?
ANDERSON: I think that sounds very, very positive, Shawn.
CAMPBELL: Yeah. I’d say that one of the most positive things that
has come out over the last year as far as with the police advisory
groups is historically there is a lot of siloing that happens, and we
used to never talk to each other, and now all of these different
groups are talking to each other, and so we kind of know where to
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align, where we can work together, and just knowing what the other
groups are doing and interested in have created a huge amount of
opportunity. Any other questions or comments on that agenda item? All
right. Moving forward. The next item on the list is the officer
education requirement recommendation. There is a link in the agenda,
but I will put a link up here. Sylvia, would you like to speak to
that recommendation, or would you like me to?
ZINGESER: Oh, I’ve got kind of a – why don’t you. I’ve got a little
bit of a cough right now.
CAMPBELL: All right. No worries.
ZINGESER: Sorry.
CAMPBELL: Nope. No worries at all. All right. So, this group – this
recommendation was put together by our Education Task Force which was
tasked with looking at the education requirements for officers as
well as the education opportunities for officers outside of the
internal training that the bureau gives. Let me just open it up here
so I can make sure to give you the right information. As a group, the
Education Task Force put forward the following recommendations for
the bureau. And now I’ve got a little cough. Hold on. Let me get a
drink of water. The first recommendation is that the bureau raise its
minimum education requirement for new sworn officers back from a high
school diploma or GED to an associate degree or a completed term of
military service. The secondary recommendation is the bureau should
establish an alternative recruitment path for recruits who do not
meet this education requirement wherein they can enter officer
training after serving as a PS3 for two years. The third
recommendation is the bureau should increase the amount of training
received by both PS3s and sworn officers focused on writing and
preparing reports. And the final recommendation is the bureau should
partner with local community colleges and universities to develop a
community policing degree focused on the skills needed to succeed as
a public safety officer in the 21st century. Is there any questions
or comments about the recommendations being put forth by the
Education Task Force? Yes, Jim.
KAHAN: When I read the recommendations, I had an inside baseball
reaction. My wife’s former husband, he passed away, ran such a
program as you’re recommending in the 70s, 80s, and into the 90s out
of Cascadia, Portland Community College. And so, there is a wheel
there that’s been invented, and maybe somebody took that wheel and
stole it and it’s not around anymore, but it would be helpful to know
– it would be helpful for both the PPB and us to know what’s out
there in the community. And if there’s a way of saying that, that
somebody should figure out what’s available already, it might be lowhanging fruit that could make most of the rest of the – just all of
the rest of the recommendations easier to implement. And if you could
tell the powers that be that this is easy to implement, they’re more
likely to approve it.
CAMPBELL: Agreed. I know in the notes, the reference section of
that, there is some links to different community college criminal
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justice degrees to kind of act as a starting point hopefully to kick
off what would be considered that next step. Any other questions or
comments? Leslie?
BRUNKER: Yes. I’m just actually reading the Portland Cop Watch
question, and it’s actually a little bit of a concern of mine as well
about allowing military service to serve as education when I really
think that the military is a different role than police’s role. And
so, I have a little concern about that substitute.
CAMPBELL: Sylvia or Jim? Sylvia, do you want to speak?
ZINGESER: Well, I understand what Leslie’s concern is because I do –
I am concerned about what people coming out of the military bring to
the police department where we’re trying to do community policing.
And I don’t know how we would address that, and I don’t know if
Captain Stewart can comment on what the line of thinking – I mean, I
understand the line of thinking is that you’ve already got people who
are trained that’s been in the service. They’ve already learned how
to follow orders, how to use equipment such as guns and other things
that they might have to use in a police force when things go awry
such as what we’re seeing now and throughout our country. So, I can
see that, but I also am concerned about having that mentality be the
basis for community policing. So, I understand that piece of it. And
so, I don’t know if it’s something that we would want to address as
to why that should be – what happens – I think what people don’t
understand is that they give – veterans who come out of the service
are considered first to be vetted for becoming police officers
because that’s something that has been promised to people who go into
the service that when they come out there are certain jobs that they
can apply for. So, that’s one of the issues. So, you know, going on
from here, I’m not exactly – what we can do as TAC is to maybe make a
comment about making sure that people who come from the military have
good writing skills, for instance, and have a better – have
connections with community and what they would actually be doing with
the community. Should they have a certain kind of training that’s a
little bit different in that they’ve come out of the military and
that we would have to train them about what community policing is
about, maybe a classroom for that.
CAMPBELL: Jim, you had a comment?
KAHAN: Yeah. I share the reservations of Leslie and especially of
Dan on this. I do see one silver lining in this statement, and that
is without using the A word by making that requirement, we’re not
going to get anybody who is 18 years old, A for age, but they will
have had more life experience because they’ve been in the military,
not coming straight out of high school or a GCD. And there is some
value of having had that kind of life experience. That said, all of
the concerns that have been raised I think are absolutely valid
concerns, and we can’t just take somebody off the Marine Corps, throw
them on the police force, and think they’re going to know what to do.
ZINGESER: Right.
KAHAN: It takes a special kind of training.
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STEWART: I do want to point out too that we don’t generally count
military training as some sort of “in lieu of” police training. There
are certain aspects of military training – the military is, I think
Jim probably knows better than me, does a great job in their
leadership training, and the military also is a lot more diverse than
policing generally. So, as we’ve tried to diversify our police force,
it’s been a really good place for us to look for potential diverse
recruits which is helpful. And then also, when you talk about some of
the barriers to education, an associate degree, while I’m a big fan
of education, I also worry that that could have sort of the opposite
effect if we don’t allow alternate paths or consider sort of
alternate, you know, alternate ways of getting to be 22, 23, 24, and
have developed skills. That would be my – sort of my thoughts.
CAMPBELL: Sarah, it looked like you had something.
SUNIGA: Yeah, I’m appreciating this discussion and wondering if we
can – if there is room in the recommendation for, like, a contextual
note or a caution or something like that around this particular
matter because I – I mean, I have a bit of a bias as an Army veteran
where a part of me is, like, “Oh, I like the idea of preparing our
service members when they get out to have a pathway to integrate into
the community” which doesn’t show up in other sectors of employment.
So, I do appreciate that. I can appreciate that our service members
understand a command structure and all of those things. And I do want
to caution the idea too though on the flip of military folks being
monolithic because the different branches of service, right? There’s
different jobs. Maybe your job was as a cook your whole time, you
know, not military – like, I was in there as a psychologist, and so
that was my job, but – okay, so what am I saying? Maybe there’s some
contextual notes you can put in there. Maybe a caution too that,
like, there – even though someone has been in the military, they do
have extra skillsets that the Portland Police Bureau can build on,
but they may also need some additional training about that kind of –
seeing folks as combatants perspective. That is going to need some
recalibration of some sort.
ZINGESER: That’s good. That’s good. Yeah. That’s great.
MARSCHKE: Yeah. This is Gary if I might just build on that. You
know, I was thinking the same thing in terms of what my real concern
would be would be more about what they need to unlearn as opposed to
what they need to learn. We can – I think there’s no question that
they can learn, especially having been in the military, the things
they needs to know in order to technically be a good police officer.
I would just be cautious and concerned about their ability to unlearn
some of the approaches and philosophies and things that they put into
practice as – in the military.
CAMPBELL: Jim?
KAHAN: I want to second Greg’s comment on diversity, and it does
refer to some research that I’ve done, and that is that the armed
services were unwillingly integrated by President Truman in 1948, and
they hated it, but over time, they have learned to accept that. And I
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was doing some very extensive focus groups with serving officers and
non-commissioned officers, and these were some good old southern boys
who never actually had five words with a black man before they came
in, and they learned a little bit, “Oh, this is somebody who is a
human being, and if he’s doing his job, I want him in the fox hole
with me rather than some white guy who is not doing his job.” And
this was a tremendous learning experience, and they came out with
this spontaneously. We didn’t have to ask them for it. They said it.
They said they shocked themselves. In other words, they were
astounded to learn this, and this happened in basic training. And
let’s face it, Portland’s pretty lily white.
ZINGESER: Yes.
KAHAN: And so, somebody who comes from – who has had career
experience in a more diverse environment might be able to contribute
some stuff on this. So, thank you, Greg, to bringing that to my
memory.
ZINGESER: Yeah. That’s great. That’s (inaudible).
CAMPBELL: Yeah. I would like to build on that. My two kind of offthe-cuff thoughts with this discussion where I can understand that
concerns with the combat mindset, but as Sarah points out, in the
modern military, actually, the majority of people who serve in the
military actually are not in combat roles. They’re –
KAHAN: Ninety percent.
CAMPBELL: They’re in support roles. Ninety percent people in the
military today are in support roles, not combat roles, though most
are trained to be able to do combat if they have to do it. The other
thing that I think we need to be cognizant of is the military is one
of the primary sources of gaining new skills available to lowerincome people in this country at this time. And as a result, you see
a lot of people who were military recruits coming from lower-income
households from across this country, and I think that’s something we
need to be cognizant of when having this discussion because
obviously, one of the goals that we should have is how do we get more
police officers who come from lower income backgrounds since those
communities tend to be much – have a much larger rate of interaction
with the police and therefore a much larger negative impact when
things in policing go wrong. And I don’t really want to see us
cutting off a way of bringing in people with those type of
experiences. I think it’s important to remember as well that
regardless of background, people in the military are not considered
lateral. It’s not like they have police experience and they’re being
brought in with less training such as if you bring in someone from
another police bureau. They have to go through the exact training
from the start as anybody else in the police bureau. And on top of
that, when we say associate degree, that’s not necessarily an
associate degree in criminal justice. I mean, you can get an
associate degree in accounting, and that still counts towards that
requirement or any other field. So, in many ways, it’s still a
skillset being brought in, though I think it is fair to be cognizant
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of we do not – we want to be careful with people, especially ones who
have combat experience, to make sure that that combat experience
mindset doesn’t affect the way they do their police work.
ZINGESER: Right. So, Shawn, should we develop another – should we
think about developing another task force that maybe is not real big
but that would kind of clarify that? Because this discussion is
really good.
CAMPBELL: I think we – I don’t know if we need a task force. I guess
the question would be to the group right now, is this something that
where we can add something short to this recommendation –
ZINGESER: That would work.
CAMPBELL: In order to move it forward now, or is it something where
we need to send it back and kind of have some revisions done so then
we can vote on it in March?
ZINGESER: Yeah, that would work. I think that would – I would vote
for that is to add that piece to it, and maybe we can make this not
just with the task force that we have but maybe get everybody’s input
on it.
BRUNKER: It could be a footnote really, you know, but I think it’s
good to address it in the document.
ZINGESER: Yes. I agree. Thank you, Leslie. I really appreciate that.
CAMPBELL: Karen, you had something?
DANIELS: So, how – when they changed – dropped the requirement that
you didn’t have to have a degree, did the recruitment numbers change
at all?
CAMPBELL: Can you answer that, Greg?
STEWART: I honestly do not know. I don’t know if Todd knows. I know
the goal was to increase recruitment, and the goal was to – I mean, I
do think there was a thought that some – like, the college-end of
things was excluding candidates who might not otherwise be qualified
and was particularly negatively impacting people of color. You know,
that was a thought. I don’t know what the outcome was. Todd, are you
aware or Caitlyn? Have either of you heard anything on that?
TACKETT: No, I’m not aware. I know that we were one of the few
agencies, if not the only in the metro area, to actually require any
type of higher education beyond high school. So, I think we more
aligned now with most agencies within at least the state of Oregon.
ATWOOD: And I don’t have any information besides anecdotal
information that I’ve heard from others.
CAMPBELL: And as a note, I believe the lowered education requirement
came into effect on July 2019. So, within nine months of that, we had
COVID hit which obviously makes analysis of how effective some of
these changes were very difficult to measure because that’s a pretty
extreme extenuating circumstances, on top of it now the current
recruiting limitations. It’s very difficult to tell what’s the
differences happening? Jim?
KAHAN: I think the reported task group covered the guts of that
particular issue very well because you have to learn how to write a
report, and people coming in with a GCD or a high school education,
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you don’t know whether or not they can write reports yet, and the
report was really very, very strong on that particular point,
justifying the need for either getting the education very quickly or
coming with it already. Something’s got to be done about that because
it’s a serious weak link in the chain.
CAMPBELL: All right. To kind of move this forward, something I can
suggest is we can vote on this recommendation to accept it under the
caveat that we will develop a little note about the military training
to address those concerns, and that will be shared with the group
before it gets sent to the chief, or we can do the same thing and
wait to vote on it in March. What are people more comfortable with
doing in this situation? If we want to go the direction of voting on
it now, some people need to make a motion; otherwise, we can just
basically table it without a motion and then delay it until March to
make some needed changes.
KAHAN: Greg, what are the consequences of option A and option B from
the Division’s point of view?
ZINGESER: Oh, that’s a good question?
STEWART: I don’t know that we – I mean, I honestly don’t know that
there is a need to rush it because I don’t see us – we did just post
for – you know, they just put out to create a new list, but I don’t
see the bureau hiring with the current budget issues in the super
near future. So, I don’t know that there is a real pressing timeline,
honestly. So, I think whatever the group is comfortable with from the
bureau’s perspective would work. Thank you for asking.
CAMPBELL: All right. Any opinions on this?
ZINGESER: I can go either way. Sorry.
CAMPBELL: That’s all right.
ZINGESER: I can make an executive decision and say let’s, you know,
let’s not vote on it until we put the notation in. I think maybe that
would – yeah, I think that would be easier, wouldn’t you, Leslie?
BRUNKER: Yeah, because it’s best that we know what we’re voting on,
and since there’s not a hurry. I would have pushed for it if, you
know, if it seemed like this was needed immediately, but thanks for
that information, Greg.
ZINGESER: Let’s do that then, and Leslie, then maybe our task force
can, and Jillian, the three of us can get together. I think Kwame is
not – I think he’s out of the country at this point, so – but he
wants to kind of stay involved and know what we do, so we can let him
know. But it will just be the three of us, so can I get in touch with
the two of you? Yeah.
BRUNKER: Yeah. We put this together pretty quickly.
ZINGESER: Okay. Okay. All right. Sounds great. Let’s do that, Shawn.
Let’s just wait until March.
CAMPBELL: All right. Perfect. If there’s nobody with any opposition,
that’s what we’ll do. We’ll table it with the plans of having that
extra bit added, and then we will vote on it in the March meeting.
ZINGESER: Okay. Sounds good.
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CAMPBELL: All right. So, the next section here is – let’s see. We’re
running a little bit behind, so we’re going to probably skip over the
next item so we can have room for discussion. Basically, all the next
section was was an update on kind of some long-term challenges being
faced by the bureau and kind of the long-term trends that we’ve seen
in the bureau. We’ve received this kind of information before. I just
wanted it available so people could kind of use it to consider as we
talk about the next item, but it’s also online through that link. So,
feel free to peruse it on your own. Is that all right with everybody
if we move onto the next agenda item that I think is a little more
important to get done tonight?
ZINGESER: Okay. I agree.
CAMPBELL: All right. So, the last item on the agenda is – before I
get to that, I’m going to get a little more water. I’m getting a
little hoarse. One second. All right. Sorry about that. So, as we’ve
been moving forward over this past year, we’ve really been focusing
on a lot of different areas. The PS3 has obviously been a big focus
area as have the education and leadership task forces. And now we’re
starting to get to where these task forces are rolling up their work,
and it’s becoming more time to move on. And so, I kind of wanted to
open up for discussion about where we kind of move from here. Where
do we want to start focusing on in this coming year? Obviously, by
May, we’re going to have a lot of new members involved in the TAC
which is going to be good because new members always bring some new
energy to the group which is good. But, you know, last time when we
did this about this time last year, we were still meeting in person
which meant we kind of got to get together in breakout groups and
brainstorm, and obviously, that’s going to be not really happening
with the Zoom format right now. But I just kind of wanted to have a
discussion with everybody about this. I talked some with Captain –
sorry, soon-to-be Lieutenant Stewart again. I’m going to have to get
used to that. Sorry about that Greg - about some of the things that
we have coming up both in the short term and the long term. In the
long term, obviously, if we want to pursue it, there’s working in the
area of recommendations about training around crowd control. That
would be related to the work with PCCEP and CRC, though at this time,
that’s still kind of churning its way, so I’m not sure if it’s right
to start a task force in that area yet before we know where it’s
going to go. Another area that’s more long term that we’re looking at
is one of the things that’s coming up is recently the DPSST, which is
the Oregon state Basic Academy for police officers, has redone some
of their training and refocused some of their training, and because
of that, the Portland Police Bureau is then going to be relooking at
some of their training for the Advanced Academy. And this is a huge
opportunity for the Training Advisory Council, I think, to look at
what’s currently being trained in the Advanced Academy and make
recommendations of kind of changes we’d like to see, but that’s going
to be a big lift too, and we’re probably not going to start on that
until later in this year just because of how the timing works. One of
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the things that makes this more possible is the fact that because of
the recruitment freeze in the bureau, they’re not going to have as
many advanced academies this year, so it creates the opportunity to
really focus in and look at how these advanced academies work and
think about changes so there’s actually time to implement these
changes too before they start the normal recruitment cycle. So, those
are a little bit more of some of the long term. In the short term,
some of the things we’re looking at is there are currently two big
items in the Portland policing world that are being reviewed by the
public. One of these is currently the PCCEP is undergoing a review of
core patrol services done by the bureau. This is one of the mayor’s
19-point plan – part of the mayor’s 19-point plan, and they’re
opening up public comment on basically what do different groups in
the public think should be changed about core patrol services. A lot
of our recommendations within the PS3 program would fit into this
area as well as a lot of the other recommendations and work we’ve
done over the years, and one of the things I hope is that we can
basically create – we could basically create not really a
recommendation so much as a policy stand – what was the word that you
used, Jim, that I really liked, not the policy paper but – you’re
muted, Jim.
KAHAN: And now I’m unmuted. Basically, not quite a white paper but a
position that outlines what the role of training would be in managing
these issues. So, for example, if we’re talking about the upcoming
accountability thing, that’s an external accountability thing that –
organization that is being built. So, in some sense, the Training
Advisory Council for the PPB doesn’t have anything to say about that
except that there is no such thing as external accountability without
thinking about internal accountability and vice versa, and we have
been working – what?
CAMPBELL: We haven’t touched that part yet, Jim. I was just trying
to think –
KAHAN: (Inaudible) thought that’s what you want.
CAMPBELL: I’m sorry. I was trying to think of the correct term which
his “position statement.”
KAHAN: Okay.
CAMPBELL: So, basically, it would be something that we could do, and
it would have to be done fairly quickly because the public comment
period ends in March, of a position statement of the TAC of as a
group that is a public advisory group, this is what our opinion on
and how we’d like to see the bureau shift core patrol services over
time, for instance, by expanding the PS3 program.
KAHAN: Exactly. And we have another number of other recommendations
that we can cite as having demonstrated that we have work – we have
done work on this and what the implications are of those, emotional
intelligence, for example, and taking care of yourself – officers
taking care of themselves, on how patrol takes place. So, we have a
track record on this.
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CAMPBELL: Correct. And then the other area that’s going to have
public comment most likely this coming spring is in the area of
police accountability where with the initiative that passed in
November, there’s going to be a new police accountability body
created. And basically, before that happens, they’re first going to
name a commission to create the body which will then have to work
with the public to create the body that will replace the Independent
Police Review and the CRC. And again, this is something because some
of this accountability does affect training, it seems like an area
where we as the TAC could create a policy statement of what we think
are some important things that shouldn’t be forgotten in this
discussion. So, kind of the thoughts that I’m having are short term,
we kind of focus in on creating these policy statements where they’re
not really task forces but more just where anybody who would like to
have input on them, we’d send out some meeting links so people could
meet and make sure that we don’t miss anything in creating them and
then try to vote on them. And then longer term, two of the items that
I hope we look at are the crowd control training as well as the
training that happens in the Advanced Academy. What are some thoughts
from the people in the group about this?
ZINGESER: So, Shawn, we need to have this pulled together for – to
make a statement of what we would support? Is that what you’re
saying?
CAMPBELL: Yeah. If we wanted to do a policy statement for the core
patrol services review by the PCCEP, it would need to be done some
time before March because that’s when they close up the public
comment, and want to have our comments actually be integrated the
sooner the better kind of thing.
ZINGESER: So, that –
CAMPBELL: The police accountability could be pushed off a little bit
more, but it would be good to get it done as well. And then with the
idea, then we would be able – when we get into May when have the
influx of new members, we can concentrate on these longer-term, more
task force recommendations in these other areas.
ZINGESER: Okay. So, would we put these in two separate groups, and
then we would try to maybe get together and talk about it before
March, before the March meeting? Is that – and so, would that – would
that include, like, maybe a Zoom meeting at the end of February or
maybe the third week of February?
CAMPBELL: So, probably for with core patrol services, what I would
suggest is we basically have a vote to agree that we want to do a
policy statement with the understanding that we’ll hold some meetings
where basically the link will be sent out. We’ll hold it in the
evening where anyone can come from the group to comment and make sure
their input is put in. And because that needs to be done before the
next meeting, it will be with the understanding that it will be sent
out repeatedly to make sure there is no disagreement so that it can
be sent in, and it will be – and basically, the idea is it won’t be
adding anything new that we haven’t already put through, resolutions
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or recommendations, in the past. This isn’t trying to reinvent
something. It’s just looking at what we’ve done in the past to say,
“These are the things the TAC thinks are important when we’re
discussing this issue based upon our past recommendations.”
ZINGESER: Does this need to have a motion to do this or can –
CAMPBELL: Yes.
ZINGESER: Okay.
CAMPBELL: Before we get to that phase though, let’s hear from
anybody else that has any comments or thinks that we’re missing an
area that’s important that we should be focusing in on at some point.
ZINGESER: Yeah.
CAMPBELL: Anybody else?
ANDERSON: It sounds like we – if we believe in what we’ve just done
on the three task forces, then we really ought to do something that
says, “Here’s what we’ve put together. Here’s our recommendations.
This is where we want to go,” in the position statement that you’re
suggesting. And for us not to do that kind of takes the teeth out of
what we’ve been doing.
ZINGESER: Right.
CAMPBELL: Yeah. I’m proud of the work we’ve done, and I think the
TAC has put together some very solid recommendations in the past two
years. And I think it’s important for us to assert ourselves into the
public conversation to make sure that these recommendations aren’t
lost in the shuffle because the stuff that the PCCEP does will go
straight to the mayor’s office, and some of the things will likely go
before City Council, so for us not to have a voice in that seems
counterproductive.
ZINGESER: Yeah. No. No. We need to have – I feel, personally, that
we need to have a voice in this, a strong voice in it or at least an
equal voice in it.
CAMPBELL: Any other comments or questions? Don’t everybody speak at
once. Is there any opposition to moving forward in this way?
KAHAN: Question.
CAMPBELL: Yes, Jim?
KAHAN: Are we talking just about the patrol stuff right now, or are
we talking about both issues?
CAMPBELL: I’d say both issues.
KAHAN: Okay. I see a big difference between the issues. With respect
to patrol, the Training Advisory Council has done a hell of a lot of
work over the past many years, and this gives us a very strong
standing in terms of how we’re going to look at what’s appropriate
for patrol practices and procedures, and that should be exploited to
the extent possible. With respect to accountability, this new
organization is tasked with external accountability, and our role is
different because as the TAC, we don’t have much to say about what
should an external accountability organization look like? Now, I
personally have some fairly strong opinions about what they should
look like, but TAC doesn’t have it. What we do have is we have had an
experience working with the police training division about internal
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responsibility, and I think we can make a valid point that any
organization that is going to be involved with external
accountability has to look at internal accountability, respond to it,
identify what’s working and what’s not working, and have mechanisms
in place so that they just don’t get into turf wars but instead try
and work together and act as oversight. If you’re doing well, we’ll
tell you you’re doing it well. If you’re screwing it up, we’re going
to tell you you’re screwing it up. But we need to be able to
communicate, know exactly what’s happening now, and what’s in the
works. If you’re an external board, you need to know what the
internal people are doing intimately before you can really do your
job, and I think we can make a statement in that direction.
ZINGESER: Sounds good.
CAMPBELL: I’d agree with that, and one of the good things on the
accountability end is at this point, the commission hasn’t even been
formed, and when it does, it’s going to have 18 – there’s going to be
18 months before it has to put out basically what it wants to see
done to create the new accountability group. The one argument that I
would make on the other end of that is if you want to have a loud
voice in these types of things even for just asserting what Jim
brought up with how the TAC’s role would be more not on the external
accountability, because obviously that is outside of our purview, but
more on the internal, the earlier you put in things, the more likely
you are to have an influence on how things turn out. There’s kind of
that – people have a foundational mindset, and then they build off of
that, and the sooner you can become part of that foundational
mindset, it’s helpful for getting the things done you’d like to see
done.
KAHAN: I’d like to give an example about that from something I
talked about earlier today which was the interview we had with
Commander Hurley and Captain Bates. At one point, we asked the
question – Mark, it was your question – “How about crowd control? How
are you guys doing?” And the reaction we got from the commander and
the captain was Portland is at the top of the league tables in the
United States in terms of crowd control stuff. They come to us to
learn what’s happening. My reaction when I heard that was stark
terror because I believe that they believe it, and what that’s
telling us is that the whole damn country is in deep doo doo.
ZINGESER: Yes.
KAHAN: If by any chance they’re right. But we have to accept that
the leaders are receiving these things from other jurisdictions, and
somebody believes Portland is doing it right, and we have to look
very carefully and what is it that Portland is doing, and are they
sending the right lessons out to the rest of the world. And that is
an example of the interactivity between internal accountability and
external accountability. And I didn’t want to take them on and say,
“Well, you think you’re doing a great job. You’re doing a lousy job,”
because they may be right. They may be world class, the best in the
country, but that doesn’t mean that they’re as good as they can be.
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ZINGESER: Yeah.
KAHAN: And maybe there are systematic things that have to be
learned. So, if we can approach it with an open mind accepting that
they believe that and there might be some evidence for belief in that
and then saying, “Given that that’s true, how can we go forward and
just make accountability large both internal and external,
interactive, and therefore better,” that’s a position that we can
take.
ZINGESER: Agree.
CAMPBELL: Other thoughts and discussion from the group? All right.
If everyone is comfortable with this kind of plan in moving forward,
what I would suggest is we would need a motion to basically start the
process of creating a policy statement around core patrol services.
That would be shared with the bureau – sorry, shard with the TAC, the
full TAC membership, for comment, and include – and have the
accessibility for the full TAC membership to partake in the creation
of with the goal of putting it in by mid-February.
BURKE: I so move (1:22)
CAMPBELL: Do we have a second?
SCHORR: I’ll second.
CAMPBELL: We have a second from Mark.
SCHORR: Mark S.
CAMPBELL: Sorry. Mark S. Yeah. All right. We’ll do our usual Zoom
voting motif here.
ZINGESER: Right.
CAMPBELL: So, Sheri, because you have the Anderson last name which
works in the alphabetical here, we’ll start with you.
ANDERSON: I vote yes.
CAMPBELL: Leslie.
BRUNKER: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Jillian.
BURKE: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Shawn is a yes. Karen.
DANIELS: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Jim.
KAHAN: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Gary.
MARSCHKE: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Mark M.
MILINSKI:
Yes.
CAMPBELL: Chris.
ROSSI: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Mark S.
SCHORR: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Sarah.
SUNIGA: Yes.
CAMPBELL: And Sylvia.
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ZINGESER: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Excellent. It passes with 12 yeses, no abstains, and no
nos. Basically, moving forward on that, I’ll send out an email, and
we’ll try to lock down the first date. Like I said, we’re going to
probably shoot for evenings just to make it easier for people and
probably in the next week or after that to really hammer out a lot of
this stuff.
ZINGESER: Fantastic.
CAMPBELL: If we want to, we can also do a similar vote for an
accountability on the subject of accountability with the
understanding that this one would be moving slower. Any discussion on
whether or not we should be doing that at this time. Jim, it looks
like you have a comment.
KAHAN: So, moved.
CAMPBELL: So, moved from Jim. Do we have a second?
ZINGESER: I second.
CAMPBELL: Second from Sylvia. So, to clarify again, this will be to
have – basically start up some side meetings to create a policy
statement around the creation of an accountability body and the
importance of internal work to ensure that the bureau keeps itself
accountable. Let’s start opposite here so we don’t pick on Sheri all
of the time. Sylvia.
ZINGESER: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Sarah.
SUNIGA: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Mark S.
SCHORR: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Chris.
ROSSI: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Mark M.
MILINSKI: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Gary.
MARSCHKE: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Jim.
KAHAN: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Karen.
DANIELS: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Myself is a yes. Jillian.
BURKE: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Leslie.
BRUNKER: Yes.
CAMPBELL: And Sheri.
ANDERSON: Yes.
CAMPBELL: Motion passes unanimously with 12 yeses, no nos, and no
abstains. Excellent. In the same – that will be longer before we kind
of reach out to everybody on that one, but we will be following the
same process, and likely with that one because we have more time,
we’ll actually have a vote on whatever comes out with an actual TAC
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meeting. All right. That is everything that we have on the agenda
tonight. We’re actually getting done a little ahead of time which is
a little different, but you know, no one should ever complain about
having a little extra time. Yeah, Jim?
KAHAN: I would highly recommend that anybody who is interested in
either/both of these to vote with your feet to participate. The more
people that are involved, the better.
CAMPBELL: I fully agree, and I think it’s important to note as well
that I’ll be sending when they open up public comment. Anyone who as
an individual would like to put up public comment is more than free
to do so as well. We’re just creating something that will be as the
body that’s the TAC. That doesn’t stop anybody as individuals putting
something out, whatever they would like. That’s your business. All
right. If there’s nothing else to put before the TAC, we will move
into public comment. All right. As any members of the public, would
anybody in the public like to speak with the TAC. Go ahead and put
your name in the chat function. It looks like we have Portland Cop
Watch first. Dan?
HANDELMAN: Hi. Yes, thank you Chair Campbell. I’m a little woozy. I
was at the – this is Dan Handelman with Portland Cop Watch. Sorry. I
was at the Police Association negotiation this morning starting at
8:30 a.m. which is not my preferred hour to start looking at things.
So, I’m a little out of it, but I think I can get through these
comments. So, first of all, I kind of posted in the chat while you
were talking an illustration we did about PS3s where we took the box
from a Play Station 3 video game and put it on the PPB badge and then
had the two officers on the side give kind of rock and roll gestures
to show that we really should say P-S-S-S and not PS3 because it
makes it sound like a game, and if we really seriously want these
unarmed officers to take on more responsibility, I think we should
stop using the term that is the same as a game console.
ZINGESER: Okay. Yeah. Yeah.
HANDELMAN: So, you know, I raised a concern about military and
police having different roles, and you seized on the main meaning of
what I had in mind which is the fact that they have a combat
mentality which we don’t want on the streets of Portland. You know,
we have a whole movement about demilitarizing the police going on. On
the flip side though, I do want to say just for, especially for the
veterans on your group, that there was an officer in West Virginia
who got fired for not shooting at somebody because he recognized that
they were not actually posing a threat to the officers at the time,
and because of his military training, he was able to recognize
whether the person was a threat or not. It was a person in mental
health crisis if you didn’t guess that. And also, the military is
banned from using gas on crowds by international law whereas the
police use gas very liberally on crowds. So, you know, there’s some
positives to military training. We talked about how low-income people
have an opportunity by going through the military, and that’s called
a poverty draft. You know, it used to be everybody in the Vietnam era
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had to go to military service whether or not – whether you were a
rich person or a poor person, although rich people found ways out of
it like saying they had bone spurs. But, you know, it’s a poverty
draft and that’s – you know, I don’t like to think of it as an
opportunity. I think of it as, you know, kind of a way for them to
find more cannon fodder. So, I – that’s kind of a concerning
analysis, I guess. I brought up concerns when you had Lieutenant
Besner working in the Training Division and about Sergeant Stewart
when he was still sergeant coming in, and I also would tell you that
in our newsletter, we have at least two mentions of Captain
Abrahamson. One is a case where a security guard hit a person in the
head in Pioneer Courthouse Square with their own skateboard – not the
security guard’s skateboard, the civilian’s skateboard – and
Abrahamson at first didn’t write a report about it because it made
the security guard look bad. He eventually wrote the report. And we
had another thing on our website where we found then Officer
Abrahamson, I think, without – oh, no, he was a sergeant at the time
– without a name tag at a protest, and this was long before it was
okayed by anybody to not have your nametags at protests. So, just so
you know, that’s – those are some of our experiences. I don’t know if
anybody on this group, on the council, knew about the program. I did.
I’m also – another group I’m with is called Flying Focus Video
Collective, and I actually recorded the three previous meetings that
you had on Zoom and put them on – you know, edited versions of them,
on a one-hour program on Flying Focus Video Collective’s show.
They’re not on the web. They streamed live at the time. We may
eventually put them on the web, but if you didn’t see them, I thought
they were very interesting. And kind of on that note, the new Cop
Watch newsletter, The People’s Police Report, number 82, is
available. I will paste the link in the chat in a second when I’m –
after I make my last comment here which is that in the Citizen Review
Committee, their rule about public comment is that they allow public
comment just before a vote as well as at the end of the meeting, and
I know you have a jam-packed agenda, and you only meet once every two
months, I thought – you know, I was very, I guess, honored that
several people responded to the comments I made in the chat before
you voted on the recommendation about military recruitment of
officers, and I wonder if you could create some kind of rule, while
you’re on Zoom anyway, that says, you know, “We’ll take public
comment before a vote, but it has to be, you know, limited to one or
two sentences. So, you put it in the chat. We’re not going to let
anybody chime in.” Because I also thought, you know, you were able to
respond to Barbara’s question when it was an appropriate thing. So,
just maybe if there is some way to have public comment before you
take your vote so that we have an influence instead of after you’re
done which is a lot less effective. And thank you for your time. So,
I’ll paste that in the chat now about the new newsletter.
CAMPBELL: Thank you very much, Dan. Jim, so you have something
short? We still have several other public comments.
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KAHAN: Very short in reply to Dan. I think he’s found the mechanism
there. If you actually as a member of the public have a comment that
is germane to what’s going on, feel free to chat. We, in our turn,
are free to either accept it and ask you to tell us to clarify or
just say thank you or ignore it, but that way you at least get some
voice.
CAMPBELL: Thank you, Jim. Okay, next we’ll have Barb and then Bob
and then Lisa. Barb?
RAINISH: Hi there. I’m going to turn my video off only because I
think I might break up like other people are doing. I have, like,
three or more things to say real quickly. One is that with all this
extra “Portland’s great at this. We’re the – whatever,” you know, it
concerns me that Portland gets stuck spending time, thus money, with
training other places. That’s one thing I’ve noticed. I want to tell
you guys that the January meeting for PCCEP, the Portland Committee
on Community Engaged Policing, is Tuesday, January 26th from 5:00 to
8:00, and the reason I’m telling you this is because they’re planning
to have a vote, which will probably be positive, to have the core
patrol, and they’re call it an ad hoc committee. So, my guess is that
community members, i.e. TAC members, if they’re interested probably
will be welcome to be on the committee rather than have to be the
public. I’m not totally sure, but that’s basically what it’s looking
like. The core patrol officers – wait. No, no, no. Before that. The
PSSSs, I’m curious about their uniform and how that is different or
the same. And then finally what I want to say is that for the PS3s, I
don’t know if any of them have cars. I don’t know what the car
situation is within the Portland Police Bureau, but from listening to
the scanner, there’s a lot of times that the police are called in to
block the road, block the road for the fire, block the road because
there’s a car in the way, whatever, but that seems like something
that should be able to be added to one of their jobs because it
doesn’t take somebody with a lot of training to put a car there and
their hands up.
CAMPBELL: Thank you, Barb. Just to clarify for you, the PS3s wear a
polo shirt with the logo on it. They don’t wear a badge or police
uniform. And they drive a van with the City of Portland logo on it as
opposed to a police car, like a – I can’t remember. The short vans. I
can’t remember what they call those.
DANIELS: The transit vans.
CAMPBELL: Thank you. Thank you, Karen. Up next, Bob.
FISCHER: Thank you, Shawn. Hey, listen, I’ve been – haven’t been a
part of this pack for a while, but I left a little bit of my heart
with you, and I’m glad to be able to join you tonight and hear what’s
going on and say hello to Sheri and Sylvia and Sarah. Listen, Shawn,
I don’t know whether Greg wants to respond to this or not, but when I
look at an organization and look at the importance of the
organization or the unit in the organization, kind of the stability
of the leadership in that organization means something to me. When I
– I’m sensing that this pack or, I’m sorry, that the Training
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Division has become kind of a rotating thing for people to pass
through, and I – I don’t see a strong, sustained leadership there.
This is not criticizing Greg at all. I mean, Greg has been there and
has been a real stable part of it, but he keeps having people come
through. I think some looks should be taken at what is the importance
of the training bureau for the police department so they put some
stable, committed leadership there. Again, Greg, I’m not criticizing
you. I know that you’ve been hanging in there, and you are an
extraordinarily dependable part of the training bureau as far as the
TAC is concerned. I don’t know whether this is something you want to
comment on, but I’m just really impressed by the turnover that does
not, to me, say something important. Thank you.
CAMPBELL: Jim, if you have a short response, we’ll allow it.
KAHAN: Yes, Bob, what you’re describing is not true of the Training
Division but just about everywhere in the Portland Police Bureau.
ZINGESER: Right. Yep.
KAHAN: It’s a problem that every one of our leadership groups has
discussed explicitly as problematic no matter where they are.
CAMPBELL: And Bob, I’ll say on a personal level, it’s good to hear
from you again. You were a long-term member of the TAC, and you
served on the steering committee several times, and so it’s always
good to hear from. And I’d say, in general, I agree. Leadership
turnover is a concern in the bureau considering that I’ve been in the
TAC for five years and have had experience with five chiefs at this
point.
ZINGESER: Yep.
CAMPBELL: Greg, did you want to say anything to that real quick
before we move onto Lisa?
STEWART: Just I was going to mention. Yeah. Jim notes it in his
report, and I’m in complete agreement with Bob on this. It is an
organizational issue in terms of – it’s particularly bad the last
couple years because of all of the retirements. It’s even worse than
normal. One thing that I don’t want to advocate for, but I will say
at one point, the Training Division was headed by a commander instead
of a captain which is sort of one rank higher. And at that point,
there was a little bit more stability because one of the things is we
tend to get really good captains in the division. Like, they tend to
– they don’t send – well, I mean, obviously if they promote somebody
to captain, they think that they’re good, but of the people that
they’ve promoted that we’ve received, I’ve always thought we get
really good people. But lots of times they tend to then get promoted
again to commander and run a precinct or something whereas if the
division itself was a commandership, that might overcome some of
that. But, again, that’s kind of an organizational thing above my pay
grade.
FISCHER: I just want to say that I apologize to you guys there that
I have not gotten into this beard thing. Greg, you looked a lot
better when you didn’t have a beard. Anyway.
CAMPBELL: Thank you, Bob. Lisa. You’re still muted, Lisa.
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WILLIAMS: I think I have to unmute from the bottom. Okay. Hello.
Thank you, Shawn, and thanks for the invite, and for those who don’t
know, I posted earlier that I was part of the first cohort of the
Training Advisory Council, and so I’m glad to just be here and see
some of the amazing things that have happened. But one of the things
I just had a question about, and that was, I think, my primary focus
when I initially joined, and a few folks have said and spoke upon it,
including Sarah, with regards to just the psychological aspect, but
my question was with regards to the hiring application and how they
are recruiting folks onto the bureau because there are those
difference between soft skills, you know, and the hard skills. And I
think when I first initially started with TAC, and that just came out
training advisory, but as years have progressed and we see that
people need to come with more personal attributes that enable them
to, you know, interact, you know, with people, training should – you
know, the word training can have a different connotation, and it
consistently can be associated with, and that’s why even some of the
turnover and so forth with even TAC members or even in the police
bureau because it’s all about training, and some of this is not just
with training because people have to have innate abilities to come in
to function on a more personal attribute level before they can even
be trained on something. And so, now – even now more so that we’re
moving into this pandemic and the – we’re talking about just a
pandemic. We haven’t gotten to the aftermath of this and the
psychological aspect it’s going to have not only on the community but
also even on the officers and people who are doing their work. So, my
question, I know, and it’s lengthy, but I did want to know was there
anything that has been discussed about – because I think when I first
started with about the Training Advisory Council name change or a
hiring process that kind of gives a more – not soft, taking away from
training, but it also gives some more humanity to it, like I said
with soft skills, that we’re looking for also within officers and
training advisory committee members. If that makes sense.
CAMPBELL: Yeah. I’ll let anyone else speak up too, but to start,
I’ll say that we haven’t focused entirely on the hiring process
within our PS3 expansion recommendation made in July. One of the
things we called for was transitioning over time to where basically
anyone who wants to be a sworn officer first has to serve as a PS3
because there’s a much higher focus on soft skills in that job
compared to a sworn officer as well it gives the bureau time to see
how people handle that type of job before we give them the ability to
use force and the ability to take people into custody. Though it’s –
we hope that it’s basically more like an apprenticeship program in
the long term that would then allow us to maybe weed out some people
that might not have the correct skills to be officers before they
actually have the power to be officers if that makes sense. Anybody
else like to comment on that before we close?
ZINGESER: Shawn, I just want to say hello to Lisa because I haven’t
seen her for a long time. I’m glad she joined us tonight.
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CAMPBELL: Yes. Thank you very much for joining us, Lisa. It’s always
good to meet someone who is on this ground floor on this operation.
ZINGESER: Yeah.
CAMPBELL: Sarah, do you have something?
SUNIGA: Yeah. I just wanted to express appreciation to Lisa, one for
your service already to TAC, but also the excellent point, I think,
about the personality traits and the soft skills that people bring in
addition to the, like, on-paper competencies. And I know we’ve talked
here in TAC of also how training also impacts culture, and that one
is also harder to kind of quantify but is also important, so thank
you, Lisa.
MARSCHKE: And Shawn, Gary Marschke, also part of the original
cohort. Welcome back, Lisa. I also wanted to mention the emotional
intelligence task force and the recommendations that we made. Sylvia,
you might even want to chime in about that too, because we did do a
great deal of research not only around best practices and
incorporating emotional intelligence and those soft skills that – the
department hates to use that term for it – but that incorporates
those into all the training. And so, what we saw was that there were
some challenges with time being able to be devoted, but what we
really found was that the – there were a lot of elements of emotional
intelligence already built into some of the training, and there was
an open willingness to incorporate more. So, I think that that really
helped push the bar up a lot higher when it comes to what the
Training Division does to introduce a little bit more humanity into
the training element.
ZINGESER: I – Gary, thanks for bringing that up. I think it was
Captain Hurley. I think that they – that she had already incorporated
some of the emotional intelligence and yoga and, I think, mindfulness
into some of the training that officers were getting.
CAMPBELL: I think it’s worth mentioning –
ZINGESER: I don’t know – the other thing is I don’t know if they’re
still doing that based on everything that’s been happening with COVID
and having to train online and what have you and not being able to be
– you know, I – it would be nice to touch base with Greg about that,
with Lieutenant Stewart.
CAMPBELL: And I’d just like to add further in that vein, we have
focused over the last few years on areas including procedural justice
training, (inaudible) combat, implicit biases, and also to train
officers how to give people voice so that they can be more open to
seeing how situations are beyond their own biases as well as even
officer wellness training with the recommendation that officers who
are in better mental health are more likely to be able to apply and
utilize the soft skills training that they’re given to better help
the community. It’s still a lot of work to go, but I feel very
confident it’s moving forward. Especially now, we’ve even overseen
and helped with the hiring of an equity training specialist who will
make sure that a lot of these things are not just check-the-box-type
trainings but rather integrated into all types of training throughout
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the bureau to help with the overall culture change. Jim let’s have
you, and then we’ll close.
KAHAN: Okay. I want to second what everybody was saying about Lisa.
And we’ve talked occasionally, sometimes a lot, about culture change
within the bureau, and I believe that the PSSS, which is one of the
reasons I’m going to stick with PS3 because there is a tendency to
pronounce whatever the acronym is, is a way to learn – become part of
the culture in a nonconfrontational way because that’s what you’ve
got to do when you’re in that position, and you’ll develop habits
that will carry over when you become a sworn officer. And that’s one
of the little ways in which the culture changed to not be looking at
the confrontational solution to be established. So, it’s a – that
just – that program by itself is a positive step in that direction in
addition to what Sarah and Lisa have been talking about.
ZINGESER: Right.
CAMPBELL: All right. Well, thank you everybody. Is there anymore
public comment before we close?
STEWART: I just real quick wanted to comment and let folks know that
this In-Service, we are having another mindfulness training.
ZINGESER: Good.
STEWART: We had mindfulness training in the last one, and that
actually received really high marks from the officers in our internal
evaluations. They really liked the training. And so, this time,
because of COVID, we couldn’t do it in person, but we have the same
trainer producing an online version of it, and we’ll be doing it as
part of the online. And then we’re also focusing on the procedural
justice at our sort of grand finale scenario to this year’s training
where one of the things we’re evaluating explicitly from a procedural
justice perspective is how the officers interact with the victim of
the call. And that’s been something we’ve been working on sort of
going back two or three In-Services. We started with the, if people
remember, the veteran who was upset with the officers. We ran that
scenario, and then it’s been kind of this recurring theme. So, we’re
continuing that in this one and are hoping to use information we
glean from it to – at our upcoming supervisors academy. So, we’ll
talk to the supervisors about what we saw at that event and things
they need to keep in mind when supervising people. So, we’re trying
to kind of have both sort of these recurring – we’re trying to
integrate it sort of continually into our scenarios and then revisit
it in other settings.
CAMPBELL: Thank you, Lieutenant Stewart. Anything else before we
close?
ALL: (None heard).
CAMPBELL: All right. Can I have a motion to adjourn?
All: (None heard).
CAMPBELL: Really? No motion to – oh, Sheri? I see Sheri’s finger up.
MARSCHKE: I’ll second.
BRUNKER: Okay.
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CAMPBELL: Okay. We’ll say Mark and Leslie together. I couldn’t tell
who was first on that one. Is anybody opposed to adjourning?
ALL: (None heard).
CAMPBELL: All right. Well, this meeting is adjourned. Thank you very
much everybody for joining, and I hope you have a wonderful night.
ZINGESER: Thank you.
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